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HyperKitty is a Django-based application providing a web interface to access GNU Mailman v3 archives, and interact
with the lists.

The project page is https://gitlab.com/mailman/hyperkitty.

There is a demo server available, but it’s also a development server, so it may be broken at the time you access it. It’s
usually OK though.

The authors are listed in the AUTHORS.txt file.
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CHAPTER 1

News / Changelog

1.1 1.3.8

(xxxx-xx-xx)

• Make it compatible with elasticsearch 8.0.0

• Removed unnecessary SESSION_SERIALIZER from settings.py. (Closes #455)

• Updated the contrib/check_hk_import script to catch more issues.

• Update API Views to use LimitOffsetPagination as the default pagination style. (Fix #457)

• Added a new contrib/cleanarch3 script it check/fix mboxes for unescaped “From ” lines and bad Date: headers.

• Upgrade to Bootstrap 5 and the UI redesign. (See !498)

1.1.1 A11y

• Use nav pills in the user profile page to be consistent with rest of the pages and update the aria-role of the
navigation. (See #464)

• Re-add the search button so it is more accessible and users don’t have to guess that you need to press enter to
search. Also, add the aria label for the search button. (Fixes #362)

• Use better heading hierarchy and update styling to make sure the look does not change. (Fixes #373)

• Add more headings to the thread page for easier navigation using assistive technologies. (Fixes #370)

• Make the active sort-mode also clickable so that keyboard focus can land on it and it can be announced. Also,
add aria labels to announce the currently selected one as active page. (Fixes #365)

• Add ARIA labels to the like and dislike buttons. (Fixes #363)

• Add ARIA labels to icons on overview page in thread summary. (Fixes #364)

• Add ARIA label to the search input in the top navigation bar. (Fixes #361)
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• Add sections and aria labels to input and navigation and aria-autocomplete to search list form on index page.
(Fixes #366)

• Fix the tab ordering of the next/older threads in the thread page. (Fixes #369)

• Fix the toggle fixed-font button so it can receive keyboard focus.

• Simplified like/dislike UI, smiley face replaced by thumbs up/down. (Fixes #44)

1.2 1.3.7

(2023-01-04)

• hyperkitty_import will now import messages to a list with archiving disabled. (Closes #451)

• Add support for Python 3.11.

1.3 1.3.6

(2022-10-22)

• Fixed an issue in hyperkitty_import with an empty Message-ID. (Closes #396)

• Set Q_CLUSTER retry > timeout in example_project. (Closes #402)

• Set DEFAULT_AUTO_FIELD to silence errors with Django >= 3.2.

• Require mistune >= 2.0.0 and fix a problem with importing from it. (Closes #395)

• Adapt parsing of emails to be compatible with python 3.10. (Closes #401)

• Add gitlab-ci integration for python 3.10.

• Skip lists with private archives in the find list search. (Closes #237)

• Add a new setting HYPERKITTY_MBOX_EXPORT which, when set to false, removes the Download button and
disables the export view. ( Fixes #386)

• Return 400 instead of 500 when the sort mode is invalid. (Fixes #270)

• Allow HyperKitty to find attachments in either the database or the HYPERKITTY_ATTACHMENT_FOLDER.
(Closes #213)

• Implemented a new attachments_to_file management command to move attachment content to the file
system after setting HYPERKITTY_ATTACHMENT_FOLDER. (Closes #413)

• Handle exception when a banned address tries to post. (Fixes #325)

• Add an index on the ‘name’ column (fqdn)for the MailingList table since it is most frequently used to query the
MailingList object.

• Add the ability to view a thread without Javascript enabled. This uses the same mechanism we use with bot-
detection and rendering of the entire page at once, which will be slow to load but allow reading. (See #422)

• Improve the performance of the thread view for logged-in users by optimizing the total database calls made.
(See !409)

• Add support for Django <= 4.1

• Remove support for Django < 3.2

• Remove support for Python 3.6
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• Fix tests to be compatible with Python 3.10

• Replace use of mock with unittest.mock in all tests. (Closes #429)

• The check for writability of HYPERKITTY_ATTACHMENT_FOLDER when set has been improved to avoid a
potential race condition. (Closes #389)

1.3.1 Third Party

• Bump Jquery-ui to 1.13.1 to fix the broken search. (Closes #411)

1.3.2 UI

• Change the design of the thread list page and some minor tweaks to the index page. (See !398)

• Remove the counter in the “Top posters” section and all the list of threads in the list of overview page. (Fixes
#31)

1.3.3 Misc

• Use Pytest as the test runner.

1.4 1.3.5

(2021-10-12)

• Added feed for mailing lists with an option to configure the number of items in those feeds using
`HYPERKITTY_MLIST_FEED_LENGTH` which defaults to 30

• Print a warning message when skipping older emails during hyperkitty_import execution. (Closes #304)

• Remove links to google fonts (Closes #344)

• Scrubbed messages now have null bytes removed. (Fixed in django-mailman3) (Closes #346)

• Add support for rendering Emails as rich text using Markdown parsing rules. ( See !324)

• Use markdown renderer based on MailingList settings. (Closes #352)

• Mangle lines starting with From when exporting mbox. (Closes #348)

• Let tasks for non-existent mailing lists fail gracefully.

• hyperkitty_import now does clean-up of incoming Message-ID headers. (Closes #382)

• The Email.as_message() method removes some bogus characters from the Message-ID. (Closes #383)

• Bump jQuery to 3.6.0.

• Selecting threads by month now works on non-English mobile devices. (Closes #384)

• Replace control characters in RSS feed with HTML entities. (Closes #388)

1.4. 1.3.5 5
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1.4.1 Security

• Importing a private mailing list with hyperkitty_import will enforce the visibility of the archives for the
duration of the import. This fixes a bug where the private archives would have public visibility during imports
which could lead to temporary information leakage. (CVE-2021-33038, Closes #380)

• Check the secret archiver key in a way that is resistant to timing attacks. (CVE-2021-35057, Closes #387)

• Pass the secret archiver key in a HTTP Authorization header instead of a GET query parameter so it doesn’t
appear in logs. (CVE-2021-35058, Closes #387)

• Fix a vulnerability added in !320, which exposes the archives of Private Mailing lists through the new RSS Feeds
API due to missing authn/authz checks in the new view. (See !362)

1.5 1.3.4

(2021-02-02)

• Sync owners and moderators from Mailman Core for MailingList. (Fixes #302)

• Implemented a new HYPERKITTY_JOBS_UPDATE_INDEX_LOCK_LIFE setting to set the lock lifetime for
the update_and_clean_index job. (Closes #300)

• Implemented a new HYPERKITTY_ALLOW_WEB_POSTING that allows disabling the web posting feature.
(Closes #264)

• Add the ability to disable Gravatar using HYPERKITTY_ENABLE_GRAVATAR settings. (Closes #303)

• Replaced deprecated ugettext functions with gettext. (Closes #310)

• Fix export of Email message where the In-Reply-To header doesn’t include the <> brackets. (Closes #331)

• We now catch a few more exceptions in hyperkitty_import when getting messages from a mbox. (Closes
#313 and #314)

• Added a new contrib/check_hk_import script to check mboxes before running hyperkitty_import.

• We now ignore a ValueError in hyperkitty_import when trying to replace a Subject: header.
(Closes #317)

• hyperkitty_import now includes the mbox name in error messages when importing multiple mboxes.
(Closes #318)

• ‘‘ at ‘‘ is now only replaced with @ in From: header values when necessary and not unconditionally. (Closes
#320)

• The wildcard notation for any host '*' is now supported into MAILMAN_ARCHVER_FROM to disable Hyper-
kitty clients IP checking.

• Join the searchbar and search button like it was before bootstrap 4 migration. (See !301)

• Use the umd builds for popper.js instead of the regular ones. (See !309)

• Exceptions thrown by smtplib in sending replies are now caught and give an appropriate error message. (Closes
#309)

1.6 1.3.3

(2020-06-01)
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• Allow SHOW_INACTIVE_LISTS_DEFAULT setting to be configurable. (Closes #276)

• Fix a bug where the user couldn’t chose the address to send reply or new post as. (Closes #288)

• Improve the Django admin command reference from hyperkitty_import. (Closes #281)

• Fix FILTER_VHOST to work with web hosts other than the email host. (Closes #254)

• Fixed a bug where export can fail if certain headers are wrapped. (Closes #292)

• Fixed hyperkitty_import to allow odd line endings in a folded message subject. (Closes #280)

• Fixed a bug that could throw an IndexError when exporting messages. (Closes #293)

• Use errors='replace' when encoding attachments. (Closes #294)

1.7 1.3.2

(2020-01-12)

• Remove support for Django 1.11. (Closes #273)

• Skip Thread.DoesNotExist exception when raised within rebuild_thread_cache_votes.
(Closes #245)

• Send 400 status code for ValueError when archiving. (Closes #271)

• Fix a bug where exception for elasticsearch backend would not be caught. (Closes #263)

1.8 1.3.1

(2019-12-08)

• Add support to delete mailing list. (Closes #3)

• Fix a bug where messages with attachments would skip adding the body when exporting the email. (Closes
#252)

• Fix a bug where exporting mbox with messages that have attachments saved to disk would raise exception and
return a corrupt mbox. (Closes #258)

• Fix a bug where downloaded attachments are returned as a memoryview object instead of bytes and hence fail
to download. (Closes #247)

• Fix a bug where migrations would fail with exceptions on postgresl. (Closes #266)

• Add support for Django 3.0.

• Add support for Python 3.8 with Django 2.2.

1.9 1.3.0

(2019-09-04)

• Unread messages now have a blue envelope icon, instead of a gray one before to to make them more visible.

• Quoted text in emails have different visual background to improve readability.

• Quoted text is now visually quoted to 3 levels of replies with different visual background to improve readability.

1.7. 1.3.2 7
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• Add a new “All Threads” button in MailingList overview page to point to all the the threads in reverse date
order. This should give a continuous list of threads.

• Fixes a bug where “All Threads” button leads to 500 page if there aren’t any threads. (Closes #230)

• Add support for Django 2.2.

• Fix a bug where bad Date header could cause hyperkitty_import to exit with TypeError due to bad
date type.

• Change the Overview page to remove the List of months from left side bar and convert different thread categories
into tabs.

• Replace unmaintained lockfile dependency with flufl.lock.

• Remove SingletonAsync implementation of AsyncTask and use the upstream version for better mainte-
nance.

• Run update_index job hourly by default instead of minutely for performance reasons of whoosh.

• Email body now preserves leading whitespaces on lines and wraps around line boundary. (Closes #239)

• Do not indent replies on small screens. (Closes #224)

• Add a keyboard shortcut ? to bring up list of keyboard shortcuts. (Closes #240)

1.10 1.2.2

(2019-02-22)

• paintstore is no longer a dependency of Hyperkitty. This change requires that people change their
settings.py and remove paintstore from INSTALLED_APPS. (See #72)

• Folded Message-ID headers will no longer break threading. (#216)

• MailingList descriptions are no longer a required field. This makes HyperKity more aligned with Core. (Closes
#211)

1.11 1.2.1

(2018-08-30)

• Several message defects that would cause hyperkitty_import to abort will now just cause the message to
be skipped and allow importing to continue. (#183)

• If an imported message has no Date: header, hyperkitty_import will now look for Resent-Date: and the
unixfrom date before archiving the message with the current date. (#184)

• Add support for Django 2.1. Hyperkitty now supports Django 1.11-2.1 (#193)

1.12 1.2.0

(2018-07-10)

• Handle email attachments returned by Scrubber as bytes or as strings with no specified encoding. (#171)

• Remove robotx.txt from Hyperkitty. It wasn’t working correctly anyway. If you still need it, serve it from the
webserver directly. (#176)
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• Add the possibility to store attachments on the filesystem, using the HYPERKITTY_ATTACHMENT_FOLDER
config variable.

• If a message in the mbox passed to hyperkitty_import is missing a Message-ID, a generated one will
be added. (#180)

• There is a new management command update_index_one_list to update the search index for a single
list. (#175)

1.13 1.1.4

(2017-10-09)

• Use an auto-incrementing integer for the MailingLists’s id. WARNING: this migration will take a very long
time (hours!) if you have a lot of emails in your database.

• Protect a couple tasks against thread and email deletion

• Improve performance in the cache rebuilding async task

• Drop the mailman2_download command. (#148)

• Adapt to the newest mailmanclient version (3.1.1).

• Handle the case when a moderated list is opened and there are pending subscriptions. (#152)

• Protect export_mbox against malformed URLs. (#153)

1.14 1.1.1

(2017-08-04)

• Fix the Javascript in the overview page

• Make two Django commands compatible with Django >= 1.10

• Fix sorting in the MailingList’s cache value

• Don’t show emails before they have been analyzed

• Fix slowdown with PostgreSQL on some overview queries

1.15 1.1.0

(2017-05-26)

• Add an async task system, check out the installation documentation to run the necessary commands.

• Support Django < 1.11 (support for 1.11 will arrive soon, only a dependency is not compatible).

• Switch to the Allauth login library

• Performance optimizations.

• Better REST API.

• Better handling of email sender names.

• Improve graphic design.

1.13. 1.1.4 9
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1.16 1.0.3

(2015-11-15)

• Switch from LESS to Sass

• Many graphical improvements

• The SSLRedirect middleware is now optional

• Add an “Export to mbox” feature

• Allow choosing the email a reply or a new message will be sent as

1.17 0.9.6

(2015-03-16)

• Adapt to the port of Mailman to Python3

• Merge KittyStore into HyperKitty

• Split off the Mailman archiver Plugin in its own module: mailman-hyperkitty

• Compatibility with Django 1.7

1.18 0.1.7

(2014-01-30)

Many significant changes, mostly on: * The caching system * The user page * The front page * The list overview page

1.19 0.1.5

(2013-05-18)

Here are the significant changes since 0.1.4:

• Merge and compress static files (CSS and Javascript)

• Django 1.5 compatibility

• Fixed REST API

• Improved RPM packaging

• Auto-subscribe the user to the list when they reply online

• New login providers: generic OpenID and Fedora

• Improved page loading on long threads: the replies are loaded asynchronously

• Replies are dynamically inserted in the thread view

10 Chapter 1. News / Changelog
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1.20 0.1.4

(2013-02-19)

Here are the significant changes:

• Beginning of RPM packaging

• Improved documentation

• Voting and favoriting is more dynamic (no page reload)

• Better emails display (text is wrapped)

• Replies are sorted by thread

• New logo

• DB schema migration with South

• General style update (Boostream, fluid layout)

1.21 0.1 (alpha)

(2012-11-22)

Initial release of HyperKitty.

• login using django user account / browserid / google openid / yahoo openid

• use Twitter Bootstrap for stylesheets

• show basic list info and metrics

• show basic user profile

• Add tags to message threads

1.20. 0.1.4 11
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CHAPTER 2

Installation

Note: This installation guide covers HyperKitty, the web user interface to access GNU Mailman v3 Archives. To
install GNU Mailman follow the instructions in the documentation: http://mailman.readthedocs.io/

2.1 Install the code

Install the HyperKitty package and its dependencies with the following commands:

sudo python setup.py install

You will also need to install the Sass CSS processor using your package manager or the project’s installation documen-
tation. You can either use the dart-sass version (dartsass) or the C/C++ version, called libsass (the binary is sassc).
The configuration file in example_project/settings.py defaults to the sassc version, but you just have
to edit the COMPRESS_PRECOMPILERS mapping to switch to the dart-sass implementation, whose binary is called
sass and which doesn’t recognize the short form of the -t/--style option.

We no longer recommend ruby-sass as there have been compatibility issues with recent versions.

Recent Debian and Ubuntu have a sassc package, which you can install with:

sudo apt-get install sassc

It is however recommended to use Virtualenv to install HyperKitty, even for a non-development setup (production).
Check out the development documentation for details.

2.2 Setup your django project

You now have installed the necessary packages but you still need to setup the Django site (project). Example files are
provided in the example_project subdirectory.
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Change the database setting in example_project/settings.py to your preferred database. Edit this file to
reflect the correct database credentials, the configuration variable is DATABASES (at the top of the file).

Or better yet, instead of changing the settings.py file itself, copy the values you want to change to a file called
settings_local.py and change them there. It will override the values in settings.py and will make future
upgrades easier.

Note: Detailed information on how to use different database engines can be found in the Django documentation.

2.3 Setting up the databases

The HyperKitty database is configured using the DATABASE setting in Django’s settings.py file, as usual. The
database can be created with the following command:

django-admin migrate --pythonpath example_project --settings settings

HyperKitty also uses a fulltext search engine. Thanks to the Django-Haystack library, the search engine backend is
pluggable, refer to the Haystack documentation on how to install and configure the fulltext search engine backend.

HyperKitty’s default configuration uses the Whoosh backend, so if you want to use that you just need to install the
Whoosh Python library.

2.4 Importing the current archives

If you are currently running Mailman 2.1, you can run the hyperkitty_import management command to import
existing archives into the mailman database. This command will import the Mbox files: if you’re installing HyperKitty
on the machine which hosted the previous version of Mailman, those files are available locally and you can use them
directly.

The command’s syntax is:

django-admin hyperkitty_import --pythonpath example_project --settings settings -l
→˓ADDRESS mbox_file [mbox_file ...]

where:

• ADDRESS is the fully-qualified list name (including the @ sign and the domain name)

• The mbox_file arguments are the existing archives to import (in mbox format).

The archive mbox file for a list is usually available at the following location:

/var/lib/mailman/archives/private/LIST_NAME.mbox/LIST_NAME.mbox

If the previous archives aren’t available locally, you need to download them from your current Mailman 2.1 installation.
The file is not web-accessible.

Before importing an archive mbox, it is a good idea to check its integrity with the hyperkitty/contrib/check_hk_import
script and with Mailman 2.1’s bin/cleanarch script.

After importing your existing archives, you must add them to the fulltext search engine with the following command:

django-admin update_index --pythonpath example_project --settings settings

Refer to the command’s documentation for available switches.
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2.5 Running HyperKitty on Apache with mod_wsgi

Note: This guide assumes that you know how to setup a VirtualHost with Apache. If you are using SQLite, the .db
file as well as its folder need to be writable by the web server.

Edit example_project/apache.conf to point to your source code location.

Add following line to your apache/httpd configuration file:

Include "/{path-to-example_project}/apache.conf"

And reload Apache. We’re almost ready. But you need to collect the static files from HyperKitty (which resides
somewhere on your pythonpath) to be able to serve them from the site directory. All you have to do is run:

django-admin collectstatic --pythonpath example_project --settings settings
django-admin compress --pythonpath example_project --settings settings

Note: Your django-admin command may be called django-admin.py depending on your installation method.

These static files will be collected in the example_project/static directory and served by Apache. You should
now be all set. Try accessing HyperKitty in your web browser.

2.6 Connecting to Mailman

To receive incoming emails from Mailman, you must install the mailman-hyperkitty module available on PyPI in
Mailman’s virtualenv, and then add the following lines to mailman.cfg:

[archiver.hyperkitty]
class: mailman_hyperkitty.Archiver
enable: yes
configuration: /path/to/example_project/mailman-hyperkitty.cfg

An example of the mailman-hyperkitty.cfg file is shipped with the mailman-hyperkitty package. You must set the
URL to your HyperKitty installation in that file. It is also highly recommanded to change the API secret key and in
the MAILMAN_ARCHIVER_KEY variable in settings.py (or settings_local.py).

After having made these changes, you must restart Mailman. Check its log files to make sure the emails are correctly
archived. You should not see “Broken archiver: hyperkitty” messages.

Note: Make sure you installed the mailman_hyperkitty module in the same environment in which Mailman’s
daemon is executed otherwise it will raise an exception.

2.7 Initial setup

After installing HyperKitty for the first time, you can populate the database with some data that may be useful, for
example a set of thread categories to assign to your mailing-list threads. This can be done by running the following
command:

2.5. Running HyperKitty on Apache with mod_wsgi 15
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django-admin loaddata --pythonpath example_project --settings settings first_start

Thread categories can be edited and added from the Django administration interface (append /admin to your base
URL).

You must also make sure that Mailman has generated the databases files that Postfix (or another MTA) will use to
lookup the lists. Otherwise SMTP delivery will fail, and that will also impact HyperKitty when it will try to validate
email addresses on registration. You can force Mailman to generate those database files with the following command:

mailman aliases

2.8 Customization

You can add HTML snippets to every HyperKitty page by using Django’s TEMPLATE DIRS facility and overriding
the following templates:

• hyperkitty/headers.html: the content will appear before the </head> tag

• hyperkitty/top.html: the content will appear before the <body> tag

• hyperkitty/bottom.html: the content will appear before the </body> tag

By default, HyperKitty stores the email attachments in the database. If you would rather have them stored on the
filesystem, you can set the HYPERKITTY_ATTACHMENT_FOLDER configuration value to a directory.

Make sure that the user running the Django process (for example, apache or www-data) has the permissions to
write in this directory.

If you want to disable support for gravatars in Hyperkitty, you can set HYPERKITTY_ENABLE_GRAVATAR =
False. This prevents loading and displaying gravatar images.

2.9 Upgrading

To upgrade an existing installation of HyperKitty, you need to update the code base and run the commands that will
update the database schemas. Before updating any of those databases, it is recommended to shut down the webserver
which serves HyperKitty (Apache HTTPd for example).

To update the HyperKitty database, run:

django-admin migrate --pythonpath example_project --settings settings

After this command complete, your database will be updated, you can start your webserver again.

2.10 Asynchronous tasks

There are a few tasks in HyperKitty that need to be run at regular intervals. The example_project directory
contains an example crontab file that you can put in your /etc/cron.d directory.

To improve performance, HyperKitty uses a distributed task queue that offloads long operations to separate processes
called “workers”. Those workers must be started with the following command:

django-admin qcluster --pythonpath example_project --settings settings

16 Chapter 2. Installation
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An example service file for systemd is provided in the example_project directory to start the workers at boot
time, and manage them like an ordinary system service. The service file is called qcluster.service, make sure
you edit the path to the project on the ExecStart line.

2.11 RPMs

Some preliminary RPMs for Fedora 21 are available from the repository described in this repo file:

http://repos.fedorapeople.org/repos/abompard/hyperkitty/hyperkitty.repo

There are also RPMs for RHEL 7 available using this repo file:

https://repos.fedorapeople.org/repos/abompard/hyperkitty/hyperkitty-el.repo

The long-term plan is to submit HyperKitty and Mailman3 for inclusion into Fedora. At the moment, the packages are
rather stable, but the dependencies can change. These packages have been tested on Fedora 21 and RHEL7 with the
targeted SELinux policy set to enforcing.

2.12 License

HyperKitty is licensed under the GPL v3.0

2.11. RPMs 17
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CHAPTER 3

Development

3.1 Building documentation

The full documentation is located in the “doc” subfolder. It can be generated in various formats once you have installed
Sphinx. To generate the HTML documentation, run the following command:

make -C doc html

The HTML files will be available in the doc/_build/html directory.

The documentation can also be browsed online at: https://hyperkitty.readthedocs.org.

3.2 Communication channels

Hang out on IRC and ask questions on #mailman or join the mailing list mailman-users@mailman3.org.

3.3 Setting up HyperKitty for development

The recommended way to develop on HyperKitty is to use VirtualEnv. It will create an isolated Python environment
where you can add HyperKitty and its dependencies without messing up your system Python install.

First, create the virtualenv and activate it:

virtualenv venv_hk
source venv_hk/bin/activate

Then download the components of HyperKitty:

git clone https://gitlab.com/mailman/hyperkitty.git
cd hyperkitty
pip install -e '.[dev]'
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You will also need to install the Sass CSS processor using your package manager or the project’s installation documen-
tation. You can either use the dart-sass version (dartsass) or the C/C++ version, called libsass (the binary is sassc).
The configuration file in example_project/settings.py defaults to the sassc version, but you just have
to edit the COMPRESS_PRECOMPILERS mapping to switch to the dart-sass implementation, whose binary is called
sass and which doesn’t recognize the short form of the -t/--style option.

We no longer recommend ruby-sass as there have been compatibility issues with recent versions.

Recent Debian and Ubuntu have a sassc package, which you can install with:

sudo apt-get install sassc

3.4 Configuration

For a development setup, you should create a file example_project/settings_local.py with at least the
following content:

DEBUG = True
TEMPLATE_DEBUG = DEBUG
USE_SSL = False

It’s also recommended to change the database access paths in the DATABASES and HAYSTACK_CONNECTIONS
variables. Absolute paths are required.

If you ever want to turn the DEBUG variable to False (by removing it from settings_local.py), you’ll have
to run two additional commands then and each time you change the static files:

django-admin collectstatic --pythonpath example_project --settings settings
django-admin compress --pythonpath example_project --settings settings

Normally, to generate compressor content, you’ll need to set COMPRESS_ENABLED to TRUE and
COMPRESS_OFFLINE to TRUE in settings_local.py. However, you can force the generation of compressor
content by adding the --force switch to the django-admin compress command, which will run the compres-
sor even if the COMPRESS settings are not TRUE.

But for development purposes, it’s better to keep DEBUG = True.

Note: Your django-admin command may be called django-admin.py depending on your installation method.

3.5 Setting up the databases

The HyperKitty database is configured using the DATABASE setting in Django’s settings.py file, as usual. The
database can be created with the following command:

django-admin migrate --pythonpath example_project --settings settings

HyperKitty also uses a fulltext search engine. Thanks to the Django-Haystack library, the search engine backend is
pluggable, refer to the Haystack documentation on how to install and configure the fulltext search engine backend.

HyperKitty’s default configuration uses the Whoosh backend, so if you want to use that you just need to install the
Whoosh Python library.
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3.6 Importing the current archives

If you are currently running Mailman 2.1, you can run the hyperkitty_import management command to import
existing archives into the mailman database. This command will import the Mbox files: if you’re installing HyperKitty
on the machine which hosted the previous version of Mailman, those files are available locally and you can use them
directly.

The command’s syntax is:

django-admin hyperkitty_import --pythonpath example_project --settings settings -l
→˓ADDRESS mbox_file [mbox_file ...]

where:

• ADDRESS is the fully-qualified list name (including the @ sign and the domain name)

• The mbox_file arguments are the existing archives to import (in mbox format).

The archive mbox file for a list is usually available at the following location:

/var/lib/mailman/archives/private/LIST_NAME.mbox/LIST_NAME.mbox

If the previous archives aren’t available locally, you need to download them from your current Mailman 2.1 installation.
The file is not web-accessible.

Before importing an archive mbox, it is a good idea to check its integrity with the hyperkitty/contrib/check_hk_import
script and with Mailman 2.1’s bin/cleanarch script.

After importing your existing archives, you must add them to the fulltext search engine with the following command:

django-admin update_index --pythonpath example_project --settings settings

Refer to the command’s documentation for available switches.

3.7 Running HyperKitty

If you’re coding on HyperKitty, you can use Django’s integrated web server. It can be run with the following command:

django-admin runserver --pythonpath example_project --settings settings

Warning: You should use the development server only locally. While it’s possible to make your site publicly
available using the dev server, you should never do that in a production environment.

3.8 Testing

Use the following command:

django-admin test --settings hyperkitty.tests.settings_test hyperkitty

All test modules reside in the hyperkitty/tests directory and this is where you should put your own tests, too.
To make the django test runner find your tests, make sure to add them to the folder’s __init__.py:
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CHAPTER 4

Hyperkitty’s Email Rendering

Hyperkitty supports rich text rendering of Emails. Due to the fact the most people writing emails aren’t always aware
that they are writing markdown, a prime philosophy of renderer is to prevent common plain-text to be mangled by
rendering them as markdown.

Hyperkitty currently recognizes some rules that are used to parse the content of an email and render them as HTML
with some CSS styling applied.

4.1 Enabling Markdown Rendering

In Postorius UI, under Setttings -> Archiving -> Archive Rendering Mode, MailingList owners can choose between
Plain Text and Markdown text.

Hyperkitty will use that to choose between the simple text renderer and markdown renderer.

4.2 Text Renderer

Text renderer is the default renderer for the Emails since the default value of archive_rendering_mode setting
for MailingLists is text. Text renderer supports the following rules only:

• Signature Rule

• PGP Signature Rule

• Autolink Rule

• Quote Rule

4.3 Markdown Renderer

Markdown renderer support all the rendering rules mentioned in the Rendering Rules section below.
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New in version 1.3.4.

4.4 Rendering Rules

Rules are essentially markup that are given special meaning such that they affect how the rendered text looks. Apart
from well known Markdown rules (which are documented later in this page), there are some other rules that is sup-
ported by Hyperkitty’s renderer that make sense in the context of an Email.

4.4.1 Signature Rule

Email signatures are often delimited by --<SPACE>\n. That is recognized as the boundary of the email and
hyperkitty.lib.renderer.plugin_signature() parses that to produce a greyed out signature at the
bottom of the email. An empty space after two dashes -- is important and used as a standard email signature delim-
iter.

For example, something like:

--
Thanks,
My Name
http://example.com

4.4.2 PGP Signature Rule

PGP signature rule recognizes inline PGP signatures that looks like this:

----BEGIN PGP SIGNED MESSAGE-----
This is the text.
-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE-----
iQEXYZXYZ
-----END PGP SIGNATURE-----

It is parsed and collapsed into a paragraph with a quote switch (...PGP SIGNATURE...) to expand the collapsed
signature.

4.4.3 Autolink Rule

This recognizes the URLs in the text which may or may not be included in angle brackets (<http://example.
com>) and converts them to Hyperlinks. It will also truncate the text to 76 characters with following ... characters
if the length of the URL is longer than 76 characters.

This rule will also convert Email addresses into mailto:aperson@example.com URLs. It does not verify the
validity of the Email address or even if the email address is a valid email address. The parsing is naive in many ways.

4.4.4 Quote Rule

Or, Blockquote rule. This rule recognizes the lines starting with one or more > and converts them to blockquotes. They
are also collapsed with a switch (...) for expanding and collapsing each section. Hyperkitty currently will parse upto
6 levels of nested quotes.
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A different color styling is provided for each level of blockquote to make it easy to differentiate between a user’s reply
and the previous user’s reply and so on and so forth.

For example, each level is indicated with a >:

> This is level 1 quote
> > This is Level 2 quote
> > > This level 3 quote.

Each of them are collapsed with their own quote switch (...) to expand or collapse them.

The rendering of the blockquote can often times be found to be buggy, where text from a higher level quoting will
appear under lower level quote when there are sentence breaks. Like for example:

> > > This line of sentence will be broken unintentionally
> > into the lower
> > > level because of the improper folding of the email text
> > by
> > > some of the email clients.

This type of text will appear with a mixed level of quoting and can often times be very hard to read. This is caused by
email client adding hard line breaks in the sentences when replying which makes it impossible to differentiate between
the level of quote.

Hyperkitty’s current parser is unable to deal with these embarrassing quote wraps and will unfortunately present
the text as mixed levels of quotes. As the current parser evolves, it might be possible to provide a better rendering
experience for this with some heuristics.

4.4.5 Image Rule

Remote image support for Hyperkitty is optional and disabled by default due to the fact that they can often be used
to track users. Hyperkitty also doesn’t have support to upload attachments when replying from web interface, which
makes it hard to support inline images.

To enable the support for images, administrators can add HYPERKITTY_RENDER_INLINE_IMAGE = True to
Hyperkitty’s settings.py.

The default value of above setting is False and all Markdown image syntax is just ignored. If the above setting is set
to True, the images are rendered inline with the text.

![Image's alt text](http://image.com/file.png "Image Title")

4.4.6 Lists

* List Items

* List Item 2

* List Item 3

* List Item 4

- List Item
- List Item 2
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4.4.7 Bold

**Bold Text**

4.4.8 Italics

*Italics*

4.4.9 Horizontal Rule

---

***

4.4.10 Code

`inline code for text`

```
Multi-line code segment
```

Code can also be indented by 4 spaces without any backticks.

4.4.11 Hyperlink

[Text](https://url)

[Text][1]

[1]: https://URL

4.4.12 Footnotes

This text has a footnote reference[^note]

[^note]: Foonotes for testing.

4.4.13 Headers

Markdown headers using ## syntax or using == or -- are not supported in Hyperkitty. This is because these characters
are very often used in different context and results in untentional <h1> and <h2> tags in the rendered output.
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4.5 Extending Hyperkitty Renderer

Hyperkitty uses the mistune library as the renderer but customizes the rendering rules to tailor the rendering behavior
to its liking. Many of the above mentioned rules are implemented as mistune plugins using their standard plugin
interface.

As it has been mentioned in the first paragraph of this page, the default set of rules that are enabled in Hyperkitty is
going to be limited by what can be assumed in a unstructured plain text email.

But, new rendering rules that conform the above design can be added or contributed to Hyperkitty. It is possible to
also extend the renderer to support optional rules that can be enabled by site administrators if they choose to do so.
These rules would have to be mistune plugins and need to be either a 3rd party package or contributed to Hyperkitty.
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CHAPTER 5

Why HyperKitty?

Mailman is in need for replacement of its default Pipermail archiver. It is over 10 years old, users’ expectations have
changed and their requirements are more sophisticated than the current archiver can deliver on. Mailman3 is the
currently under active development and it offers a pluggable architecture where multiple archivers can be plugged to
the core without too much pain.

Some of the drawbacks of Pipermail :

• It does not support stable URLs.

• It has scalability issues (it was not suitable for organizations working with hundred of thousand of messages per
day, e.g, Launchpad)

• The web interface is dated and does not output standards-compliant HTML nor does it take advantage of new
technologies such as AJAX.

The HyperKitty archiver addresses most of the drawbacks of Pipermail.
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CHAPTER 6

Copyright

Copyright (C) 2012-2019 by the Free Software Foundation, Inc.

HyperKitty is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation, version 3 of the License.

HyperKitty is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the
implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser
General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with HyperKitty. If not, see <http:
//www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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